
 
 

‘PARIS, WINE & ROMANCE’ 
Synopsis 

 
Isabella Ricci (Jen Lilley) is the ambitious new owner of Ricci Ridge Winery, having inherited the 
business after the recent passing of her father who taught her everything he knew about the 
winemaking business.  Dissatisfied with Ricci Ridge being known simply as a local favorite in 
Oregon’s Willamette Valley, Isabella dreams of one day entering one of her wines in a major 
competition to boost the business’ profile.  Unbeknownst to Isabella, her uncle Travis (Greg 
Canestrari) decides to enter their newest pinot noir in the world’s most prestigious wine 
competition, the Grand Prez de Vins Du Monde, and when their wine is accepted into the 
competition, Isabella has no choice but to go to Paris and fight for her dream. 
 
Things get off to a rough start for Isabella soon after arriving in Paris, as the hotel loses her 
luggage and she discovers that newcomers to the competition are not invited to many of the 
outside events, which are key to growing her business.  Even worse, she makes a nearly fatal 
mistake when a gentleman finds her luggage and brings it to her and she mistakes him for a 
bellman, offering him one of her bottles of wine as a tip.  She soon discovers this good 
Samaritan is actually Jacques Fournier (Dan Jeannotte), one of the world’s foremost 
winemakers and multiple gold medal winner.  Despite Isabella insulting his wine before realizing 
his identity, Jacques is intrigued by the American and finds her fascinating, especially after she 
proves her expert knowledge of wine, winning a bet with Jacques and his brother Maurice 
(Michael Xavier). 
 
Realizing Isabella has a gift for winemaking, Jacques helps her meet all the right people for her 
business, while at the same time, against the backdrop of Paris, a budding romance develops 
between the two as the finals of the competition loom.  However, just as the final results are 
being announced, Isabella receives a note from Travis with a link to a news story where 
Jacques has supposedly talked poorly about Isabella’s wine.  Feeling hurt by the man who she 
was developing feelings for, Isabella returns home to Oregon.  When Jacques discovers the 
reason that Isabella was suddenly upset with him, he becomes determined to clear his name 
and win back the heart of the woman who has clearly swept him off his feet, even if it means 
leaving behind his beloved winery. 
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